
About John Spratt 
 
John Spratt represents South Carolina's 5th District in the U.S. House of Representatives. 
John grew up in York and graduated from York High School in 1960 and Davidson College in 
1964. At both schools, he was president of his student body. At Davidson, he was also elected to 
Phi Beta Kappa and won a Marshall Scholarship to Oxford University, where he studied 
economics and political science from 1964-66. He earned his law degree at Yale in 1969 and 
entered on active duty in the Army. 
 
As a captain in the Army, John Spratt served in the Operations Analysis Group in the office of 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). At the end of his two-year stint, the Army 
awarded him the Meritorious Service Medal. 
 
John practiced law in York from 1971 until his election to Congress in 1982. He was county 
attorney and attorney to two of the county's school districts. In addition, he was president of the 
Bank of Fort Mill and director of the Bank of York, and he owned a small insurance agency and 
a farm near Fort Mill. 
 
Active in his community, John Spratt was an elder in the First Presbyterian Church of York; 
president of the Western York County United Way; and president of the York Chamber of 
Commerce. He served as chairman of the Board of Divine Saviour Hospital and on the Board of 
Piedmont Legal Services, Inc. He has been chairman of the Board of Visitors at Winthrop 
College and at Davidson, and was a member of the Board of Visitors at Coker College. He now 
serves on the Board of Trustees at Davidson College. 
 
John Spratt's first step as congressman was to set up offices in the three corners of the 5th 
District -- in Rock Hill, Sumter, and Darlington -- where he and his staff are available to anyone 
who needs our help in working out their problems with the federal government. From these 
offices, John's staff pays regular visits to city halls and courthouses all over the district. 
In the House of Representatives, John Spratt is the Assistant to the Democratic Leader, one of 
the top ten leaders of the 435-member body. He is also Ranking Member on the Budget 
Committee and was a key negotiator of the Balanced Budget Agreement of 1997. In addition, he 
is the second-ranking member on the Armed Services Committee, where he has been successful 
in keeping Shaw Air Force Base, near Sumter, S.C., a top-notch base. 
 
John keeps his home in York, in the same house where he grew up. He is married to Jane Stacy, 
of Filbert, a small community near York. Jane is a graduate of Winthrop University and a former 
school teacher, with an M.A.T. from Smith College. John and Jane have three daughters: Susan 
and Sarah, who are doctors, and Catherine, who is going to law school. 
 

http://www.house.gov/budget_democrats/
http://www.house.gov/budget_democrats/
http://www.house.gov/hasc


Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament 
Meeting of Monday, January 12, 2004 

Room 1, United Methodist Building, Washington, D.C. 
2:00 to 4:00 p.m. 

 
AGENDA 
 
I. Introductions 
 
II. Review of December 3 Consultation (10-12 minutes) 
 
III. Issue priorities: ranking from Consultation (19 ballots; compilation attached) 
 Administration's nuclear weapons policy (16)  

Mini-nukes, bunker busters (15) 
 Nuclear threat reduction (Nunn-Lugar) (13)  
 Nuclear non-proliferation (North Korea, etc.) (13)  
 De-alerting (7)   
 Deeper cuts in strategic weapons (7)  
 National missile defense (5)   
 CTBT ratification (5) 
 
IV. Action strategies for 2004 
 A. Influencing Congress (see Culp's ideas, attached) 
  1. Legislative vehicles    
  2. Focus on which members 
  3. Timing 
  4. Tactics 
 B. Influencing the President (ideas by Shea and Hallman, attached) 
  1. Policy paper on Bush policy 
  2. Letter by heads of communion 
  3. Grassroots campaign against preemptive use 
 C. Grassroots organizing and education (Killmer's ideas, attached) 
  1. Statewide interfaith coalitions 
  2. Congregational study 
  3. Communication tools 
 E. Electoral involvement 
 F. Production of common material 
  1. Inventory 
  2. New material 
  3. Virtual action handbook 
 
V. Ecumenical Advocacy Days 
 A. Program for nuclear disarmament track 
 B. Promoting attendance 
 
VI. Meeting schedule for 2004 
 
 



AN ORGANIZING STRATEGY FOR THE RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY  
ON THE NUCLEAR WEAPONS DANGER 

 
For Congregations (These tasks are in an order that reflects the congregation’s 
commitment and understanding of the issues). 

1. Educate members on the nature of the nuclear danger making clear why people of 
faith care about this issue. Advocate that this issue be addressed in worship. 

2. Ask for a commitment to address the issue from leaders of the congregation, 
individual members and the governing body of the congregation. “For People of 
Faith: An Urgent Call to End the Nuclear Danger” has been a useful tool for that 
purpose. 

3. Recruit committed members for one or more legislative networks.  
4. Work with others in the religious community to carry out legislative and other 

strategies. 
5. Express your concerns and commitments about nuclear weapons publicly through 

letters to the editor and other communication channels. 
6. Raise the importance of this issue in the 2004 election campaigns. Raise 

questions about the nuclear danger at public forums. 
 
For States  (There should be a statewide interfaith effort in as many states as possible.  
The campaigns could consider the following tasks) 
 

1. Support and encourage education efforts on the nuclear danger in congregations 
and judicatories. 

2. Urge judicatories and local ecumenical and interfaith agencies to make a 
commitment on this issue by endorsing “For People of Faith: An Urgent Call to End 
the Nuclear Danger”. 

3. Recruit people of faith for legislative networks on the nuclear danger. 
4. Implement statewide strategies for influencing senators and representatives on 

this issue. 
5. Implement statewide strategies to develop a public education campaign on this 

issue. 
6. Implement statewide strategies for raising the importance of this issue in the 2004 

election campaigns. 
 
Nationally (The Interfaith Committee on Nuclear Disarmament or a similar group could 
provide national leadership on this effort and consider these tasks) 
 

1. Provide educational and worship materials for use in congregations. 
2. Urge national bodies of denominations and faith groups and state ecumenical 

agencies to make a commitment to this issue by endorsing “For People of Faith: 
An Urgent Call to End the Nuclear Danger”. 

3. Implement national strategies for recruiting people of faith for legislative networks. 
4. Implement national strategies for influencing the Congress on the nuclear danger. 
5. Implement a national education campaign on the nuclear danger. 
6. Implement a national strategy for raising the importance of this issue in the 2004 

election campaigns.   
 
Presented by Rich Killmer, December 3, 2003 



Dear Naila: 
 
I've had an opportunity to read "Strengthening the Peace and Security Community: A 
Collaborative Planning Document", published by The Poughshares Fund.   I'm pleased that civic 
sector organizations are trying to develop a common strategy.   
 
Now that you're broadening your outlook, I would like to bring you up-to-date on an initiative of 
the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament, which I chair. 
 
On December 3 we are holding an all-day Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament in 
Washington, D.C.  The program is attached.  It will involve approximately 50 persons from 
denominational offices, peace fellowships, and a sampling of state ecumenical organizations (the 
roster is also attached).  Out of this discussion we intend to agree upon strategies for influencing 
the President and Congress in 2004 and beyond, strengthening our efforts of interfaith grassroots 
mobilization, and getting involved in the 2004 election for those who choose. 
 
This Consultation has been organized by the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament as a 
cooperative endeavor under my leadership.  Rich Killmer has been a working partner, 
particularly in identifying participants and helping to shape the program.  He and Barbara Green 
will be presenters.  David Culp has lined up persons from the Hill, he will be a presenter, and Joe 
Volk will be a respondent.  FCNL is providing food and drink.   Others have helped, too.   It's 
been my task to lead in program design, line up the speakers and respondents, get out invitations, 
and coordinate the various elements.  The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament 
provided the framework for putting the whole thing together. 
 
The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament will also be the vehicle for coordinating the 
follow through.  As is our mode of operations, this will be a cooperative endeavor with different 
organizations taking the lead for various aspects.   We are already planning a Nuclear 
Disarmament Track that will be part of Ecumenical Advocacy Days, scheduled for March 5 to 8, 
2004 in Washington, D.C. (see www.advocacydays.org)  Other joint activities will emerge.  As 
they do, we will continue and strengthen our working relationships with civic sector 
organizations. 
 
I'll share with you the results of the Consultation so that civic-sector collaborative strategic 
planning can relate to it.  Hopefully you will want to invite more of us to participate in your 
process. 
 
With best regards, 
Howard 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Methodists United for Peace with Justice 
Interfaith Activities for Nuclear Disarmament 

 
 
Annual Budget  
Personnel 
 Hallman (part time)  12 months @ $3,000/mo. $36,000 
 Fringe benefits 15% of salary     5,400 
    41,400 
 
Communications (phone, internet, postage)     3,000 
Printing, photocopy     2,400 
Supplies        600 
Travel     2,600 
           
Total $50,000 
 
 
January 23, 2004 
 



Dear Colleagues: 
 
When participants attending the December 3 Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament 
expressed their priorities of issues, highest ranking was given to dealing with the nuclear 
weapons policies of the Bush Administration.  A close second was to cut off funding for mini-
nukes and bunker busters.  This memo addresses the former. 
 
I suggest that we given consideration to three levels of action, to be carried out simultaneously. 
(1) Strongly reiterate the immorality of nuclear weapons. 
(2) Focus particularly on the Bush doctrine that envisions possible pre-emptive use of nuclear 
weapons. 
(3) Engage in a vigorous educational campaign that (a) explains the Administration's nuclear 
weapons policy and why it is wrong and (b) offers alternatives. 
 
IMMORALITY OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
 
Numerous religious organizations have stated that nuclear weapons are immoral and should be 
eliminated.   During the last six months I have worked with others to reiterate this belief in "A 
Moral Appeal for a Safer World without Nuclear Weapons".  It is attached along with the names 
of some initial signers.  Outreach for other signers will be global.  The Appeal states that nuclear 
weapons are inherently immoral and calls for no use and total elimination. 
 
Through A Moral Appeal religious organizations in the United States will gain global support for 
branding the Bush nuclear weapons policies as immoral and for efforts to move the United States 
toward a policy of no use and elimination. 
 
In developing this statement I started with Pax Christi International, particularly Paul Lansu, 
program director.  Robert Edgar, general secretary of the National Council of Churches, agreed 
to support this initiative.  He assigned Tony Kireopoulos, associate general secretary, to work on 
it.  In order to reach beyond the Christian community to other religious faiths, I sought the 
involvement of the World Conference of Religions for Peace.  William Vendley, general 
secretary, asked Jonathan Granoff, their consultation on peace and disarmament issues, to 
become involved.  Granoff's main base of operations is the Global Security Institute, which he 
serves as president.   We have also been seeking involvement of the World Council of Churches 
in this initial stage, for this concern fits in with their Decade to Overcome Violence campaign 
(which in 2004 will focus on the United States).  We are now starting to reach out to other 
ecumenical bodies. 
 
The attached "A Moral Appeal" is the end product of a succession of drafts. Initial signers 
include present and past presidents and vice presidents of Pax Christi International, Robert 
Edgar, William Vendley, top officials of the United Methodist Church, two Nobel peace 
laureates, and Dr. Ronald McCoy, president of the International Physicians for the Prevention of 
Nuclear War.  Granoff obtained the latter signers as the beginning of an effort to get prominent 
persons from the civic sector to join with religious leaders in the Appeal. 
 
We are now embarking on an effort to obtain signatures of other religious and civic sector 
leaders from around the globe.  In the religious community we will work through the World 
Council of Churches, regional and national ecumenical bodies, world federations of major 



denominations, Pax Christi International for contact with the Holy See and bishops in all 
continents, and the World Conference of Religions for Peace for contact with leaders from other 
faiths. 
 
In the United States our outreach will include heads of Protestant and Orthodox communions, 
some prominent Catholic leaders as individuals, Jewish and Muslim leaders.   However, we don't  
intend to circulate the appeal widely in the United States because we don't want to compete with 
"An Urgent Call to Reduce Nuclear Danger" that the Churches' Center for Theology and Public 
Policy is circulating.    
 
We are just beginning to develop plans for public release of A Moral Appeal.  At the pace we are 
going, we may be ready by February 2004.   This will be followed by organizing delegations to 
call on heads of possessor states, building upon the experience of opposition to war against Iraq.  
These can be delegations with an unusual combination of leaders from religion, science, and 
medicine, Nobel peace laureates, and also military leaders if possible. 
 
We will be working out details for this and other methods of follow through.   Emphasis will be 
upon high publicity efforts.   Stay tuned. 
 
PREEMPTIVE USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
 
With this global effort in the background I suggest that the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear 
Disarmament concentrate on one aspect: preemptive use of nuclear weapons. 
 
President Bush's nuclear weapons policy has gained expression in four documents: Nuclear 
Posture Review (January 2002), The National Security Strategy of the United States of America 
(September 2002), National Security Presidential Directive 17 (September 2002), and National 
Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction (December 2002).   
 
According to a December 11, 2002 Washington Post article, a top-secret appendix to NSPD 17 
authorizes pre-emptive strikes against states or terrorist groups that are close to acquiring WMD.   
A January 31, 2003, Washington Times article reported that the classified NSPD 17 document 
expresses “the right to respond with overwhelming force—including potentially nuclear 
weapons” to biological or chemical weapons attacks.   
 
An article in the November 12, 2003 Boston Globe reported "GOP will trumpet preemption 
doctrine" during the 2004 election campaign.  Keeping with this philosophy, the Republican 
National Committee sponsored a television ad in Iowa that boasted of President Bush's 
commitment to "preemptive self-defense". 
 
Although the Bush preemption doctrine involves conventional as well as nuclear weapons, I 
suggest that we focus solely on preemptive use of nuclear weapons.  We should have an intense,  
multi-layered campaign against this aspect.  In doing so we might be able to build a public 
impression that preemption equals use of nuclear weapons.  Thus, when the GOP and Republican 
candidates herald the Bush preemptive doctrine, people will think they are talking about nukes. 
 
1.  Background information.   To support our campaign we should gather together information 
about the Bush policy and critique from a variety of sources.   There is a lot of material on the 



worldwide web, but it is scattered around.   I would be willing to use www.zero-nukes.org as a 
repository to provide extensive linkage and also post fresh analytical articles on the Bush policy 
and the critique.  For example, Jonathan Dean's presentation at the December 3 Consultation 
could be posted as is, or adapted.   We already have material on the Nuclear Posture Review on 
www.zero-nukes.org.   An alternative website could also be considered. 
 
2. Message.  In this campaign our message could be: "Preemptive use of nuclear weapons is 
morally wrong.   President Bush, we ask you to announce that the United States will never make 
preemptive use of nuclear weapons against any adversary at any place at any time."  (Many of us 
believe that the this should be true for all uses of nuclear weapons, but for this campaign we can 
focus only on preemptive use, or what used to be called, first strike.) 
 
3. Heads of communion could issue a statement condemning preemptive use of nuclear weapons 
and ask for an appointment with President Bush to discuss it.   If the president won't talk with 
them, they could make a well-publicized visit to the White House gate to press their demands.  
Those that choose could engage in civil disobedience to publicize their intense feelings on the 
subject. 
 
4. We could have a call-in, e-mail-in day with a request to President Bush that he assure the 
world that the United States will never make preemptive use of nuclear weapons.   We could 
invite civic sector organizations to join us.   Media representatives could be informed so that they 
can ask the White House how many communications they have received. 
 
5. We could ask members of Congress to contact President Bush and express their opposition to 
preemptive use of nuclear weapons. 
 
6. We could encourage grassroots activist to press presidential and congressional candidates to 
state their position on preemptive use of nuclear weapons.  In this instance we could add other 
nuclear weapons issues. 
 
EDUCATION 
 
A strong interest in working with local congregation comes out of the December 3 Consultation.   
For this to be effective we need user friendly educational material.   Therefore, we might do the 
following: 
 
1. Conduct an inventory of all educational material currently available from denominations, 
peace fellowships, and other faith organizations.   This inventory could be posted on a website 
with appropriate linkages. 
 
2. Identify gaps and commission different offices to take the lead in developing new material. 
 
3. Use Ecumenical Advocacy Days as an opportunity to prepare material that can be used in 
local congregations. 
 
4.  Continue cooperative efforts for congregational education. 
 
 



CONCLUSION 
 
Others will have ideas on how to deal with the Bush Administration.  Therefore, I would 
appreciate receiving a critique of my suggestions, an indication of your ideas, and an expression 
of what you are willing to undertake. 
 
Shalom, 
Howard 
 
 
 
 
  
 



The classified version of NSPD-17, as reported by the Washington Times on January 31, 2003, 
included this controversial sentence:  

"The United States will continue to make clear that it reserves the right to respond with 
overwhelming force — including potentially nuclear weapons — to the use of [weapons of 
mass destruction] against the United States, our forces abroad, and friends and allies." 

 
http://www.fas.org/irp/offdocs/nspd/nspd-17.html 



Dear Colleagues: 
 
When participants attending the December 3 Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament 
expressed their priorities of issues, highest ranking was given to dealing with the nuclear 
weapons policies of the Bush Administration.  A close second was to cut off funding for mini-
nukes and bunker busters.  This memo addresses the former. 
 
I suggest that we give consideration to two levels of action, 
(1) Get heads of communion to join together in pressing President Bush and his Administration 
to abandon its push for new nuclear weapons and new uses. 
(2) Mobilize the grassroots religious community particularly against the Bush doctrine that 
envisions possible pre-emptive use of nuclear weapons. 
 
BUSH DOCTRINE 
 
Pasted to the end of this memo is the explanation of the Bush doctrine on nuclear weapons that 
Jonathan Dean presented at the December 3 Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament.   I 
have added a couple of other items.  This provides the background for our efforts. 
 
HEADS OF COMMUNION 
 
I propose that we encourage heads of religious communions to join together in opposing the 
Bush policies that envision new roles for nuclear weapons and the development of new nuclear 
weapons. 
 
Currently I am involved with others in getting signers for "A Moral Appeal for a Safer World 
without Nuclear Weapons" (see www.zero-nukes.org/moralappeal.html).   The Appeal speaks of 
the inherent immorality of nuclear weapons and calls for no use and total elimination.  We are 
seeking signatures of religious leaders around the world, including heads of communion in the 
United States, and also prominent persons in the civic sector.   We are working towards public 
release of the Appeal in February.  After that we will encourage formation of delegations to call 
upon heads of states possessing nuclear weapons.  This will build upon the experience of 
opposition to war against Iraq. 
 
After A Moral Appeal is released, I suggest that heads of religious communions in the United 
States seek a meeting with President Bush to discuss the Administration's nuclear weapons 
policy and urge him to move away from expanded roles for nuclear weapons, including the 
possibility of preemptive use, and to cease the quest for new nuclear weapons.   A statement 
along these lines would be developed, signed by heads of communions, and publicly released. 
 
If President Bush refuses to meet with these religious leaders, they could send a well-publicized 
delegation to the White House entrance to present their statement.  Some might choose civil 
disobedience to demonstrate their depth of concern.   An effort would be made to get on talk 
shows and other media outlets. 
 
PREEMPTIVE USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
 



For a grassroots campaign I suggest that we concentrate mainly on the possibility of preemptive 
use of nuclear weapons.   This concern comes out of the policy documents and statements 
referenced below.   Although the Bush doctrine of preemption is much broader than nuclear 
weapons, we could emphasize nuclear preemption because a large proportion of the American 
people opposes such action.  
 
1. Message.  In this campaign our message could be: "Preemptive use of nuclear weapons is 
morally wrong.   President Bush, we ask you to announce that the United States will never make 
preemptive use of nuclear weapons against any adversary at any place at any time."  (Many of us 
believe that the this should be true for all uses of nuclear weapons, but for this campaign we can 
focus only on preemptive use, or what used to be called, first strike.) 
 
2. Heads of communion could raise our concern about preemptive use of nuclear weapons along 
with other aspects of the Bush nuclear policy (see above). 
 
3. We could have a call-in/e-mail-in day with a request to President Bush that he assure the 
world that the United States will never make preemptive use of nuclear weapons.   We could 
invite civic sector organizations to join us.   Media representatives could be informed so that they 
can ask the White House how many calls and e-mail messages they have received. 
 
4. We could organize an effort to get op-ed pieces and letters-to-the-editor in numerous local 
newspapers around the country.   Local activists could get preemptive use of nuclear weapons 
discussed on local radio and TV talk shows.  There could be teach-ins on the subject. 
 
5. We could ask members of Congress to contact President Bush and express their opposition to 
preemptive use of nuclear weapons. 
 
6. We could encourage grassroots activist to press presidential and congressional candidates to 
state their position on preemptive use of nuclear weapons.  In this instance we could add other 
nuclear weapons issues. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
I would like to discuss these ideas at the next meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear 
Disarmament, scheduled for 2:00 p.m., Monday, January 12, 2004 at the United Methodist 
Building.   Meanwhile, I will welcome your critique of my ideas and your own ideas. I would 
also like to know what aspects of this proposal you and your office would be willing to be 
involved in. 
 
Shalom, 
Howard 
 
### 
 
"Nuclear Weapons Policies of the Bush Administration" 

 
Excerpts from a talk by Jonathan Dean, Union of Concerned Scientists 
to Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament, December 3, 2003 



 
The Bush Administration’s nuclear weapons doctrine is pretty well set forth in published 
documents.  The main sources are: first, the administration’s Nuclear Posture Review, 
submitted to Congress in December 2001, to fulfill a congressional requirement – 
portions of the Posture Review were deliberately leaked in early January 2002; second, 
the September 2002 document on the National Security Strategy of the United States; 
third, the December 2002 document on National Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass 
Destruction; and finally, the public rationale for the U.S.-UK attack on Iraq earlier this 
year. 
 
The Administration’s nuclear doctrine contains provision for building new nuclear 
delivery systems – aircraft, missiles and submarines – over a period twenty, thirty and 
forty years from now. It does not mention elimination of nuclear weapons in any context, 
although Article VI of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, or NPT, still the law of this land, 
commits the U.S. and other weapon states to eliminate their nuclear arsenals.  

 
For the Bush Administration, to the contrary, nuclear weapons are forever, even though 
in somewhat lower numbers. It is storing most of the weapons withdrawn from 
operational deployment under the Moscow Treaty of 2002, not destroying them. It has 
moved to develop a new source of tritium for hydrogen weapons, and a new warhead 
production plant with a capacity of 900 pits a year.  It is preparing the Nevada test site to 
operate within 18 months instead of three years, and is researching two or more new 
types of warheads, which we will hear more about later. 

 
The Administration has in mind new uses and new situations for use of nuclear weapons 
as well as new types of weapons for these uses. It has moved from the deliberate 
ambiguity of the Clinton administration about U.S. response to attacks with chemical or 
biological weapons to flat statements that the U.S. may use nuclear weapons not only 
against governments or groups which attack the U.S. with nuclear weapons, but also 
against those attacking with chemical or biological weapons, and in “unforeseen 
circumstances,” which, according to the Nuclear Posture Review, explicitly include a 
Chinese attack on Taiwan with any type of weapons, or a North Korean attack on South 
Korea with any type of weapons. 

 
The Nuclear Posture Review increases the list of countries which are pretargeted by U.S. 
nuclear weapons and names them specifically:  In addition to Russia and China, the list 
includes include Libya, Syria, Iraq, Iran, and North Korea.  
 
The Administration’s doctrine of preemptive attack, presented publicly in the 
Administration documents of September and December 2002 and put into practice 
against Iraq, foresees that U.S. preemptive attack on governments or groups suspected of 
developing weapons of mass destruction could include the use of nuclear weapons.  

 



This very broad nuclear weapons doctrine means that the Administration continues to 
reject any commitment to abstain from first use of nuclear weapons. The administration 
has refused to resubmit the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty to the Senate for ratification, 
and is indicating second thoughts about a possible treaty to cut off the production of 
fissile material for nuclear weapons. It has dropped the effort of the Clinton 
Administration to agree with Russia on verified destruction of nuclear warheads 
withdrawn by agreement from operational deployment. 
 
The net result of the Administration’s nuclear weapons doctrine is to lower barriers for 
possible U.S. use of nuclear weapons, to have made proliferation more attractive for self-
protection and as an offensive weapon, and also to have made use of nuclear weapons by 
other states more likely. Russia and India among others have picked up the 
Administration’s concept of preventive attack. 
 
The Administration’s weapons policy has motivated Iran and North Korea to move more 
rapidly toward nuclear weapon capability. The administration has undermined the non-
proliferation regime by its expanding doctrine for use of nuclear weapons, by discrediting 
the Security Council and UN inspection, and by breaking off the inspection process in 
Iraq to make room for the U.S.-UK attack.  I do not think there will be another costly 
preemptive ground force invasion by this administration after the lesson of Iraq. 
However, preemptive air and missile attack, including use of nuclear weapons, remain 
possible.  
 
### 
 
Other Sources 
by Howard W. Hallman 

 
In addition to the sources cited by Jonathan Dean, the Bush Administration has expressed its 
nuclear weapons policy in National Security Presidential Directive 17, a classified document. 
 
According to a December 11, 2002 Washington Post article, a top-secret appendix to NSPD 17 
authorizes pre-emptive strikes against states or terrorist groups that are close to acquiring WMD.  
A January 31, 2003, Washington Times article reported that the NSPD 17 document expresses 
“the right to respond with overwhelming force—including potentially nuclear weapons” to 
biological or chemical weapons attacks.   
 
An article in the November 12, 2003 Boston Globe reported "GOP will trumpet preemption 
doctrine" during the 2004 election campaign.  Keeping with this philosophy, the Republican 
National Committee sponsored a television ad in Iowa that boasted of President Bush's 
commitment to "preemptive self-defense". 
 
 



Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament 
December 3, 2003 

 
COMMITMENT FORM 

 
Organization ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Issues 
In 2004 we are particularly interested in working on the following nuclear weapons issues: 
 
 
 
 
Type of Activities 
We are willing to be involved in the following activities: 
 
____ Influencing the President and Executive Branch (specify methods) 
 
 
 
____ Influencing Congress (specify methods) 
 
 
 
____ Grassroots Mobilization (specify methods) 
 
 
 
____ Electoral Involvement (specify methods) 
 
 
 
Action Alerts 
____ We will utilize our mailing lists for action alerts on nuclear issues. 
 Please indicate categories and approximate number of recipients: 
 
 
 
 
Signed ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Print name &  title____________________________________________________________ 
 
Address ____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Telephone _____________________  E-mail address________________________________ 
 
If not on list-serve -- interfaithnd@yahoogroups.com -- and would like to be added to receive 
meeting notices and engage in information-exchange, please indicate: 
 
____ Please add my e-mail address to interfaithnd@yahoogroups.com list-serve. 



Congregational education 
 
EDUCATION 
 
A strong interest in working with local congregation comes out of the December 3 Consultation.   
For this to be effective we need user friendly educational material.   Therefore, we might do the 
following: 
 
1. Conduct an inventory of all educational material currently available from denominations, 
peace fellowships, and other faith organizations.   This inventory could be posted on a website 
with appropriate linkages. 
 
2. Identify gaps and commission different offices to take the lead in developing new material. 
 
3. Use Ecumenical Advocacy Days as an opportunity to prepare material that can be used in 
local congregations. 
 
4.  Continue cooperative efforts for congregational education. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 



Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament  
Scheduled for December 3, 2003 in Washington, D.C. 

 
Accepted Invitation to Participate (? = maybe) 
 
Alliance of Baptists Stan Hastey    
American Baptist Churches Dwight Lundgren    
American Friends Service Committee Mary Lord (?), Heather Foote (?)   
Church of the Brethren, Washington Office Phil Jones or Bryan Hissong 
Church of God (Anderson, Indiana) Bill Ferguson   
Churches' Center for Theology and Public Policy Barbara Green, Rich Killmer,  
Episcopal Church, USA Maureen Shea 
Episcopal Peace Fellowship Tyler Miller 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America Mark Brown  
Fellowship of Reconciliation Ibrahim Ramey 
Friends Committee on National Legislation David Culp, Joe Volk, Kathy Guthrie 
Islamic Society of North America Mohamed Majid Ali 
Leadership Conference of Women Religious Marie Lucey  
Lutheran Peace Fellowship Glen Gersmehl or representative 
Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns Tim O'Connell 
Mennonite Central Committee Daryl Byler 
Mennonite Church, USA Susan Mark Landis 
Methodists United for Peace with Justice Howard Hallman 
National Council of Churches Brenda Girton-Mitchell, Brian Hinman     
Pax Christi USA Dave Robinson, Jean Stokan 
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, Society of Friends Susan Campbell 
Presbyterian Church, USA Catherine Gordon, Mark Koenig   
Presbyterian Peace Fellowship Bill Galvin  
Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism David Saperstein, Barbara Weinstein   
Sojourners Duane Shank (?) 
Unitarian Universalist Association Larry Egbert  
United Church of Christ, Justice & Witness Ministries Pat Conover    
United Methodist General Board of Church & Society Jim Winkler, Jaydee Hanson, Mark Harrison 
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops Jerry Powers  
World Conference of Religions for Peace Jonathan Granoff 
 
Colorado coalition Bob Kinsey 
Christian Conference of Connecticut Steve Sidorak 
Coalition for Peace Action (NJ) Bob Moore  
Georgia Coalition Ed Arnold 
Kentucky Council of Churches Nancy Jo Kemper 
Maine Council of Churches Sally Breen  
Minnesota Council of Churches  Peg Chemberlin 
Interchurch Ministries of Nebraska  Marilyn Mecham  
New Hampshire Council of Churches David Lamarre-Vincent 
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PREEMPTIVE USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
 
With this global effort in the background I suggest that the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear 
Disarmament concentrate on one aspect: preemptive use of nuclear weapons. 
 
President Bush's nuclear weapons policy has gained expression in four documents: Nuclear 
Posture Review (January 2002), The National Security Strategy of the United States of America 
(September 2002), National Security Presidential Directive 17 (September 2002), and National 
Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction (December 2002).   
 
According to a December 11, 2002 Washington Post article, a top-secret appendix to NSPD 17 
authorizes pre-emptive strikes against states or terrorist groups that are close to acquiring WMD.   
A January 31, 2003, Washington Times article reported that the classified NSPD 17 document 
expresses “the right to respond with overwhelming force—including potentially nuclear 
weapons” to biological or chemical weapons attacks.   
 
An article in the November 12, 2003 Boston Globe reported "GOP will trumpet preemption 
doctrine" during the 2004 election campaign.  Keeping with this philosophy, the Republican 
National Committee sponsored a television ad in Iowa that boasted of President Bush's 
commitment to "preemptive self-defense". 
 
Although the Bush preemption doctrine involves conventional as well as nuclear weapons, I 
suggest that we focus solely on preemptive use of nuclear weapons.  We should have an intense,  
multi-layered campaign against this aspect.  In doing so we might be able to build a public 
impression that preemption equals use of nuclear weapons.  Thus, when the GOP and Republican 
candidates herald the Bush preemptive doctrine, people will think they are talking about nukes. 
 
1.  Background information.   To support our campaign we should gather together information 
about the Bush policy and critique from a variety of sources.   There is a lot of material on the 
worldwide web, but it is scattered around.   I would be willing to use www.zero-nukes.org as a 
repository to provide extensive linkage and also post fresh analytical articles on the Bush policy 
and the critique.  For example, Jonathan Dean's presentation at the December 3 Consultation 
could be posted as is, or adapted.   We already have material on the Nuclear Posture Review on 
www.zero-nukes.org.   An alternative website could also be considered. 
 
2. Message.  In this campaign our message could be: "Preemptive use of nuclear weapons is 
morally wrong.   President Bush, we ask you to announce that the United States will never make 
preemptive use of nuclear weapons against any adversary at any place at any time."  (Many of us 
believe that the this should be true for all uses of nuclear weapons, but for this campaign we can 
focus only on preemptive use, or what used to be called, first strike.) 
 
3. Heads of communion could issue a statement condemning preemptive use of nuclear weapons 
and ask for an appointment with President Bush to discuss it.   If the president won't talk with 
them, they could make a well-publicized visit to the White House gate to press their demands.  
Those that choose could engage in civil disobedience to publicize their intense feelings on the 
subject. 
 



4. We could have a call-in, e-mail-in day with a request to President Bush that he assure the 
world that the United States will never make preemptive use of nuclear weapons.   We could 
invite civic sector organizations to join us.   Media representatives could be informed so that they 
can ask the White House how many communications they have received. 
 
5. We could ask members of Congress to contact President Bush and express their opposition to 
preemptive use of nuclear weapons. 
 
6. We could encourage grassroots activist to press presidential and congressional candidates to 
state their position on preemptive use of nuclear weapons.  In this instance we could add other 
nuclear weapons issues. 
 
EDUCATION 
 
A strong interest in working with local congregation comes out of the December 3 Consultation.   
For this to be effective we need user friendly educational material.   Therefore, we might do the 
following: 
 
1. Conduct an inventory of all educational material currently available from denominations, 
peace fellowships, and other faith organizations.   This inventory could be posted on a website 
with appropriate linkages. 
 
2. Identify gaps and commission different offices to take the lead in developing new material. 
 
3. Use Ecumenical Advocacy Days as an opportunity to prepare material that can be used in 
local congregations. 
 
4.  Continue cooperative efforts for congregational education. 
 

***** 
 

"Nuclear Weapons Policies of the Bush Administration" 
 

Excerpts from a talk by Jonathan Dean, Union of Concerned Scientists 
to Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament 

December 3, 2003 
 

The Bush Administration’s nuclear weapons doctrine is pretty well set forth in 
published documents.  The main sources are: first, the administration’s Nuclear Posture 
Review, submitted to Congress in December 2001, to fulfill a congressional requirement 
– portions of the Posture Review were deliberately leaked in early January 2002; second, 
the September 2002 document on the National Security Strategy of the United States; 
third, the December 2002 document on National Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass 
Destruction; and finally, the public rationale for the U.S.-UK attack on Iraq earlier this 
year. 
 



 The Administration’s nuclear doctrine contains provision for building new nuclear 
delivery systems – aircraft, missiles and submarines – over a period twenty, thirty and 
forty years from now. It does not mention elimination of nuclear weapons in any context, 
although Article VI of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, or NPT, still the law of this land, 
commits the U.S. and other weapon states to eliminate their nuclear arsenals.  

 
For the Bush Administration, to the contrary, nuclear weapons are forever, even 

though in somewhat lower numbers. It is storing most of the weapons withdrawn from 
operational deployment under the Moscow Treaty of 2002, not destroying them. It has 
moved to develop a new source of tritium for hydrogen weapons, and a new warhead 
production plant with a capacity of 900 pits a year.  It is preparing the Nevada test site to 
operate within 18 months instead of three years, and is researching two or more new 
types of warheads, which we will hear more about later. 

 
The Administration has in mind new uses and new situations for use of nuclear 

weapons as well as new types of weapons for these uses. It has moved from the deliberate 
ambiguity of the Clinton administration about U.S. response to attacks with chemical or 
biological weapons to flat statements that the U.S. may use nuclear weapons not only 
against governments or groups which attack the U.S. with nuclear weapons, but also 
against those attacking with chemical or biological weapons, and in “unforeseen 
circumstances,” which, according to the Nuclear Posture Review, explicitly include a 
Chinese attack on Taiwan with any type of weapons, or a North Korean attack on South 
Korea with any type of weapons. 

 
 The Nuclear Posture Review increases the list of countries which are pretargeted 
by U.S. nuclear weapons and names them specifically:  In addition to Russia and China, 
the list includes include Libya, Syria, Iraq, Iran, and North Korea.  
 

The Administration’s doctrine of preemptive attack, presented publicly in the 
Administration documents of September and December 2002 and put into practice 
against Iraq, foresees that U.S. preemptive attack on governments or groups suspected of 
developing weapons of mass destruction could include the use of nuclear weapons.  

 
 This very broad nuclear weapons doctrine means that the Administration continues 
to reject any commitment to abstain from first use of nuclear weapons. The 
administration has refused to resubmit the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty to the Senate 
for ratification, and is indicating second thoughts about a possible treaty to cut off the 
production of fissile material for nuclear weapons. It has dropped the effort of the Clinton 
Administration to agree with Russia on verified destruction of nuclear warheads 
withdrawn by agreement from operational deployment. 
 
 The net result of the Administration’s nuclear weapons doctrine is to lower 
barriers for possible U.S. use of nuclear weapons, to have made proliferation more 
attractive for self-protection and as an offensive weapon, and also to have made use of 



nuclear weapons by other states more likely. Russia and India among others have picked 
up the Administration’s concept of preventive attack. 
 
 The Administration’s weapons policy has motivated Iran and North Korea to 
move more rapidly toward nuclear weapon capability. The administration has 
undermined the non-proliferation regime by its expanding doctrine for use of nuclear 
weapons, by discrediting the Security Council and UN inspection, and by breaking off 
the inspection process in Iraq to make room for the U.S.-UK attack.  I do not think there 
will be another costly preemptive ground force invasion by this administration after the 
lesson of Iraq. However, preemptive air and missile attack, including use of nuclear 
weapons, remain possible.  
 

Other Sources 
by Howard W. Hallman 

 
 In addition to the sources cited by Jonathan Dean, the Bush Administration has expressed 
its nuclear weapons policy in National Security Presidential Directive 17, a classified document. 
 
  According to a December 11, 2002 Washington Post article, a top-secret appendix to 
NSPD 17 authorizes pre-emptive strikes against states or terrorist groups that are close to 
acquiring WMD.  A January 31, 2003, Washington Times article reported that the NSPD 17 
document expresses “the right to respond with overwhelming force—including potentially 
nuclear weapons” to biological or chemical weapons attacks.   
 

An article in the November 12, 2003 Boston Globe reported "GOP will trumpet 
preemption doctrine" during the 2004 election campaign.  Keeping with this philosophy, the 
Republican National Committee sponsored a television ad in Iowa that boasted of President 
Bush's commitment to "preemptive self-defense". 
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 I want to thank the organizers of this necessary meeting. I have been asked by 
Howard Hallman to comment on the nuclear weapons doctrine of the Bush 
administration, and also to make some suggestions on how to counteract its most negative 
aspects. 
 
 The administration’s nuclear weapons doctrine is pretty well set forth in published 
documents.  The main sources are: first, the administration’s Nuclear Posture Review, 
submitted to Congress in December 2001, to fulfill a congressional requirement – 
portions of the Posture Review were deliberately leaked in early January 2002; second, 
the September 2002 document on the National Security Strategy of the United States; 
third, the December 2002 document on National Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass 
Destruction; and finally, the public rationale for the U.S.-UK attack on Iraq earlier this 
year. 
 
 The administration’s nuclear doctrine contains provision for building new nuclear 
delivery systems – aircraft, missiles and submarines – over a period twenty, thirty and 
forty years from now. It does not mention elimination of nuclear weapons in any context, 
although Article VI of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, or NPT, still the law of this land, 
commits the U.S. and other weapon states to eliminate their nuclear arsenals.  

 
For the Bush administration, to the contrary, nuclear weapons are forever, even 

though in somewhat lower numbers. It is storing most of the weapons withdrawn from 
operational deployment under the Moscow Treaty, not destroying them. It has moved to 
develop a new source of tritium for hydrogen weapons, and a new warhead production 
plant with a capacity of 900 pits a year.  It is preparing the Nevada test site to operate 
within 18 months instead of three years, and is researching two or more new types of 
warheads, which we will hear more about later. 

 
The administration has in mind new uses and new situations for use of nuclear 

weapons as well as new types of weapons for these uses. It has moved from the deliberate 
ambiguity of the Clinton administration about U.S. response to attacks with chemical or 
biological weapons to flat statements that the U.S. may use nuclear weapons not only 
against governments or groups which attack the U.S. with nuclear weapons, but also 
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against those attacking with chemical or biological weapons, and in “unforeseen 
circumstances,” which, according to the Nuclear Posture Review, explicitly include a 
Chinese attack on Taiwan with any type of weapons, or a North Korean attack on South 
Korea with any type of weapons. 

 
 The Nuclear Posture Review increases the list of countries which are pretargeted 
by U.S. nuclear weapons and names them specifically:  In addition to Russia and China, 
the list includes include Libya, Syria, Iraq, Iran, and North Korea.  
 

The administration’s doctrine of preemptive attack, presented publicly in the 
administration documents of September and December 2002 and put into practice against 
Iraq, foresees that U.S. preemptive attack on governments or groups suspected of 
developing weapons of mass destruction could include the use of nuclear weapons.  

 
 This very broad nuclear weapons doctrine means that the administration continues 
to reject any commitment to abstain from first use of nuclear weapons. The 
administration has refused to resubmit the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty to the Senate 
for ratification, and is indicating second thoughts about a possible treaty to cut off the 
production of fissile material for nuclear weapons. It has dropped the effort of the Clinton 
administration to agree with Russia on verified destruction of nuclear warheads 
withdrawn by agreement from operational deployment. 
 
 The net result of the administration’s nuclear weapons doctrine is to lower barriers 
for possible U.S. use of nuclear weapons, to have made proliferation more attractive for 
self-protection and as an offensive weapon, and also to have made use of nuclear 
weapons by other states more likely. Russia and India among others have picked up the 
administration’s concept of preventive attack. 
 
 The administration’s weapons policy has motivated Iran and North Korea to move 
more rapidly toward nuclear weapon capability. The administration has undermined the 
non-proliferation regime by its expanding doctrine for use of nuclear weapons, by 
discrediting the Security Council and UN inspection, and by breaking off the inspection 
process in Iraq to make room for the U.S.-UK attack.  I do not think there will be another 
costly preemptive ground force invasion by this administration after the lesson of Iraq. 
However, preemptive air and missile attack, including use of nuclear weapons, remain 
possible.  
 
 We do have to acknowledge that there is an objective problem here, that of 
possible terrorist attack with WMD, which the administration is trying to cope with in its 
preventive attack doctrine. The problem is serious enough for Secretary General Annan 
to have implied in his General Assembly speech of September 23 that some 
circumstances may call for preventive attack and to have convened a special UN 
committee to study the issue.   
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However, I think the administration has got its priorities wrong: Proliferation by 
governments, moving toward a proliferated world system with 30 or 40 nuclear weapon 
states, is a more urgent danger than WMD attack by terrorists, which if it occurs, is 
probably a decade or more away and will remain small-scale. I believe the U.S. and other 
Western governments are at the beginning of the right road to possible economic and 
social solution of terrorism, for example, the administration’s Middle East Partnership 
Initiative, but things like this will take a long time to have real effect. This is a race with 
time with graduate programs in nuclear physics and molecular biology attended by the 
next generation of terrorists. 

 
 Howard Hallman has told me that I should try to provide some answers to these 
problems. 
 
 I am in favor of ceaseless public agitation on the issue of nuclear testing. This can 
be an effective way to keep before the administration the political costs of resuming 
testing. I also believe we ought to continue to make the case for eliminating all nuclear 
weapons, for a comprehensive test ban, and for no first use. But I doubt these pressures 
will be effective in bringing this administration to change its policy. Only regime change 
by elections can do that. 
 
 As long as the Bush administration remains in office, perhaps a more effective 
course is to promote proposals focused on an area of strong administration interest, 
namely, ways to prevent further proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, a 
development which would diminish U.S. power.  
  

One thing I am thinking of is the fact that, according to Dr. ElBaradei, Director 
General of the International Atomic Energy Agency, 45 of the states party to the Non-
Proliferation Treaty have not yet signed the standard agreement permitting inspections of 
designated facilities by the IAEA, as required by Article IV of the NPT. Only 38 
governments of states parties have signed and ratified the so-called Additional Protocol 
which broadens the IAEA’s right to inspect their use of nuclear energy. One-hundred-
fourteen NPT states have not yet signed or ratified this protocol. This is the verification 
system just signed by Iran. 

 
Against this background, the Bush administration’s National Strategy to Combat 

Weapons of Mass Destruction calls on all governments adhering to the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty to adopt the IAEA Additional Protocol. This is a very worthwhile objective, but it 
cannot be achieved by exhortation alone.  

  
Instead, I suggest that one approach would be to amend the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty, or to pass a second treaty, to make adoption of both the standard safeguards 
agreement and the Additional Protocol of 1997 a categorically required part of NPT 
membership with violation subject to penalties. To cover the interim period until the 
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ratification of a new treaty is completed, or as a possible substitute for a new treaty, the 
Security Council could pass a resolution declaring it a threat to international security 
under Chapter VII of the UN Charter unless every NPT state party adheres to both 
safeguards agreements under penalty of sanctions. 

 
 Something also has to be done about India, Pakistan and Israel, who are outside 
the NPT treaty. As a start, the Security Council could call on all nuclear weapon states, 
including Russia, the U.S., China, the UK, France, India, Pakistan and Israel to accept a 
no-increase cap on their deployed warheads (the U.S. and Russia have this already) and 
to exchange data on their nuclear arsenals. 
 
 We should take up a French proposal and establish a permanent corps of weapons 
inspectors at the UN. They might be useful to verify the obligations I just described. 
 

But there is a deeper proliferation problem. As matters now stand, parties to the 
Non-Proliferation Treaty can easily withdraw from it after notice of only ninety days. 
North Korea has done so. About thirty of these governments with a fully developed fuel 
cycle that includes uranium enrichment and reprocessing of spent fuel to make plutonium 
could produce fissile material for nuclear weapons within six months to a year after 
withdrawal. This is a serious weakness in the NPT, and ways must be found to plug this 
loophole.  

 
One answer would be to block withdrawal from the Non-Proliferation Treaty by a 

Security Council resolution describing the dangers of proliferation and use of nuclear 
weapons and declaring it a threat to international security for countries to withdraw from 
the NPT and its obligations restricting the use of nuclear energy. The resolution could 
point out that countries that undertake nuclear energy programs automatically gain the 
potentiality for creating deadly weapons which are a threat to international peace and 
security.  

 
 There is a further problem: At least three governments, those of Iraq, Iran and 
North Korea, have evaded IAEA controls and moved toward nuclear weapons capability.  
Pointing to this record, IAEA Director General ElBaradei has suggested that all nuclear 
enrichment and reprocessing plants – those capable of producing fissile material for 
nuclear weapons – should be internationalized. This is a shattering admission from the 
head of the IAEA, that the IAEA can’t fully stop proliferation even with the Additional 
Protocol. 
 
 Dr. ElBaradei has not said how this internationalization should be carried out. One 
way would be through a second amendment to the NPT, or through a separate new treaty 
if we are nervous, as many are, about opening the NPT to amendment.  We could use the 
same treaty as the one on safeguards. This agreement would turn over the management of 
all of enrichment and processing plants to the IAEA while leaving ownership in the hands 
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of the present owners. The treaty should be drafted so that the turnover is enduring and 
no withdrawal is possible.  
 

As a way of ensuring coverage of all weapon state enrichment and reprocessing 
plants under this IAEA management, we might add to this new treaty a ban on production 
of fissile material for weapons, a project which has been on the international agenda since 
the 1968 signature of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. As an interim measure, or as a 
substitute for a new treaty, we could again turn to a Security Council resolution. 

 
 These moves would greatly strengthen the Non-Proliferation Treaty and decrease 
the possibility of further spread of nuclear weapons capability, a major aim of the world 
community and of the Bush administration as well. 
 

* * * 



Persons invited to December 3 Consultation who did not come 
 
Curtis Ramsey-Lucas <ograbc@aol.com>, Mary Lord <peace@afsc.org>, Bal Pinquel 
<bpinguel@afsc.org>, JGerson@afsc.org <JGerson@afsc.org>, Heather Foote 
<hfoote@afsc.org>, Jim Lowder <jim@bpfna.org>, Phil Jones <pjones_gb@brethren.org>, 
Anna Bradley <abradley@nationalcitycc.org>, Bill Ferguson <nmchog@hotmail.com>, Stan 
DeBoe <sdeboe@cmsm.org>, Martha Gardner <mgardner@episcopalchurch.org>, Jerre Skipper 
<jskipper@episcopalchurch.org>, Ron Sider <rsider@speakeasy.net>, Jacqueline Lynn 
<epfnational@ameritech.net>, Mohamed Majid Ali <hagmagid@aol.com>, Marie Lucey 
<mlucey@lcwr.org>, Glen Gersmehl <lpf@ecunet.org>, Marie Dennis 
<mdennis@maryknoll.org>, Anne Curtis <networklobby.org>, Sara Lisherness 
<slisherness@ctr.pcusa.org>, Duane Shank  <dshank@sojo.net>, Rob Keithan 
<rcavenaugh@uua.org>, Loey Powell <Powelll@ucc.org>, Ron Stief <stiefr@ucc.org>, John 
Boostra <boonstra@thewac.org>, Nancy Jo Kemper <njk@kycouncilofchurches.org>, Rev. John 
Holt <rissc@dowtech.com>, rsider@speakeasy.net <rsider@speakeasy.net>, 
LenandJudy@syracusenet.net <LenandJudy@syracusenet.net>, Tom Ewell  
<tewell@mainecouncilofchurches.org> 
 
 



Persons invited to December 3 Consultation who did not come 
 
Curtis Ramsey-Lucas <ograbc@aol.com>, Mary Lord <peace@afsc.org>, JGerson@afsc.org 
<JGerson@afsc.org>, Heather Foote <hfoote@afsc.org>, Jim Lowder <jim@bpfna.org>, Phil 
Jones <pjones_gb@brethren.org>, Anna Bradley <abradley@nationalcitycc.org>, Bill Ferguson 
<nmchog@hotmail.com>, Martha Gardner <mgardner@episcopalchurch.org>, Jerre Skipper 
<jskipper@episcopalchurch.org>, Ron Sider <rsider@speakeasy.net>, Jacqueline Lynn 
<epfnational@ameritech.net>, Mohamed Majid Ali <hagmagid@aol.com>, Glen Gersmehl 
<lpf@ecunet.org>, Marie Dennis <mdennis@maryknoll.org>, Sara Lisherness 
<slisherness@ctr.pcusa.org>, Rob Keithan <rcavenaugh@uua.org>, John Boostra 
<boonstra@thewac.org>, Nancy Jo Kemper <njk@kycouncilofchurches.org>, Rev. John Holt 
<rissc@dowtech.com>, LenandJudy@syracusenet.net <LenandJudy@syracusenet.net>, Tom 
Ewell  <tewell@mainecouncilofchurches.org> 
 
Invited to Advocacy Days 
Curtis Ramsey-Lucas <ograbc@aol.com>, Mary Lord <peace@afsc.org>, JGerson@afsc.org 
<JGerson@afsc.org>, Heather Foote <hfoote@afsc.org>, Jim Lowder <jim@bpfna.org>, Anna 
Bradley <abradley@nationalcitycc.org>, Bill Ferguson <nmchog@hotmail.com>, Martha 
Gardner <mgardner@episcopalchurch.org>, Jacqueline Lynn <epfnational@ameritech.net>, 
Sara Lisherness <slisherness@ctr.pcusa.org>, Rob Keithan <rcavenaugh@uua.org>, Bill 
Ferguson <nmchog@hotmail.com>, Glen Gersmehl <lpf@ecunet.org>, 
LenandJudy@syracusenet.net <LenandJudy@syracusenet.net>, 



Attendees of  December 3 Consultation 
 
Stan Hastey  <hasteystan@cs.com>, Dwight.Lundgren@abc-usa.org <Dwight.Lundgren@abc-
usa.org>, Bryan Hissong <bhissong_gb@brethren.org>, Rich Killmer 
<rkillmer@wesleysem.edu>, Barbara Green <bgreen@wesleysem.edu>, Maureen Shea  
<mshea@episcopalchurch.org>, Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>, David Culp <david@fcnl.org>, Scott 
Stedjan <scott@fcnl.org>, Tyler Miller <drktyler202@earthlink.net>, Mark Brown 
<marsusab@aol.com>, Ibrahim Ramey <disarm@forusa.org>, Tim O'Connell 
<timellen@members.mkl-mmaf.org>, Daryl Byler <jdb@mcc.org>, Susan Mark Landis 
<susanml@mennoniteusa.org>, Brenda Girton Mitchell <bgirtonm@ncccusa.org>, Brian 
Hinman <bhinman@churchworldservice.org>, Tony Kireopoulos <tkireopoulos@ncccusa.org>, 
Dave Robinson <dave@paxchristiusa.org>, Jean Stokan <jean@paxchristiusa.org>, Shannon 
McManimon <shannonpcusa@hotmail.com>, Susan Campbell <suspeace@aol.com>, Catherine 
Gordon <cgordon@ctr.pcusa.org>, Mark Koenig <mkoenig@ctr.pcusa.org>, Bill Galvin 
<galvinbill@hotmail.com>, David Saperstein <dsaperstein@rac.org>, Barbara Weinstein 
<bweinstein@rac.org>, Zach Rosenberg <zrosenberg@rac.org>, Larry Egbert 
<egbertl4pj@yahoo.com>, Pat Conover <conoverp@ucc.org>, Jim Winkler <jwinkler@umc-
gbcs.org>, Mark Harrison <mharrison@umc-gbcs.org>, Jonathan Granoff <JGG786@aol.com>, 
Jerry Powers <gpowers@usccb.org>, Bill Price <WorldPeacemakers@worldpeacemakers.org>, 
Bob Kinsey  <bobkinsey@earthlink.net>, Bob Moore <cfpa@peacecoalition.org>, Steve Sidorak 
<ssidorak@aol.com>, Ed Arnold <edarnold@mindspring.com>, Sally Breen 
<sallybreen@msn.com>, Peg Chemberlin <pegchemberlin@mnchurches.org>, David Lamarre-
Vincent <david@nhchurches.org> 
 
Sent Advocacy Days announcement 
Stan Hastey  <hasteystan@cs.com>, Tyler Miller <drktyler202@earthlink.net>, Tim O'Connell 
<timellen@members.mkl-mmaf.org>, Dave Robinson <dave@paxchristiusa.org>, Jean Stokan 
<jean@paxchristiusa.org>, Shannon McManimon <shannonpcusa@hotmail.com>, Susan 
Campbell <suspeace@aol.com>, Bill Price <WorldPeacemakers@worldpeacemakers.org>, 



Denominational contacts  
 
Stan Hastey  <hasteystan@cs.com>, Dwight.Lundgren@abc-usa.org <Dwight.Lundgren@abc-
usa.org>, Curtis Ramsey-Lucas <ograbc@aol.com>, Mary Lord <peace@afsc.org>, Bal Pinquel 
<bpinguel@afsc.org>, Anna Bradley <abradley@nationalcitycc.org>, Phil Jones 
<pjones_gb@brethren.org>, Bryan Hissong <bhissong_gb@brethren.org>, Rich Killmer 
<rkillmer@wesleysem.edu>, Barbara Green <bgreen@wesleysem.edu>, Brian Grieves 
<bgrieves@episcopalchurch.org>, Martha Gardner <mgardner@episcopalchurch.org>, Maureen 
Shea <mshea@episcopalchurch.org>, Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>, David Culp <david@fcnl.org>, 
Mark Brown <marsusab@aol.com>, Daryl Byler <jdb@mcc.org>, Brenda Girton Mitchell 
<bgirtonm @ncccusa.org>, Brian Hinman <bhinman@churchworldservice.org>, Tony 
Kireopoulos <tkireopoulos@ncccusa.org>,  Catherine Gordon <cgordon@ctr.pcusa.org>, Sara 
Lisherness <slisherness@ctr.pcusa.org>, Mark Koenig <mkoenig@ctr.pcusa.org >, David 
Saperstein <dsaperstein@rac.org>, Barbara Weinstein <bweinstein@rac.org>, Larry Egbert 
<egbertl4pj@yahoo.com>, Loey Powell <Powelll@ucc.org>, Ron Stief <stiefr@ucc.org>, Pat 
Conover <conoverp@ucc.org>, Jim Winkler <jwinkler@umc-gbcs.org>, Mark Harrison 
<mharrison@umc-gbcs.org>, Jerry Powers <gpowers@usccb.org> 
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• Greatest security threat is intersection of terrorism and WMD: Bush team has the 

diagnosis right but the prescription wrong.  Policy of preemption is like 
aggressive surgery even before the patient is necessarily sick; as with health, best 
approach to reducing nuclear danger is prevention. 

• We know terrorists seek the bomb, and we know the basic knowledge to assemble 
a bomb is readily available.  So far, the hardest thing for terrorists to get is nuclear 
material, and that’s the way we have to keep it.  Today, you don’t need a 
Manhattan Project to build a bomb; all you need is a bread-box-sized quantity of 
uranium.  If we can prevent the terrorists from getting that material, we will have 
prevented nuclear terrorism. 

• The solution set is not difficult to define, and in many ways, the US has been 
working these problems for about a decade, through the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative 
Threat Reduction program at DOD and its sister programs in State and Energy. 

o First step: secure nuclear weapons and materials wherever they are, or 
remove them if they cannot be secured in place.   

o Second step: reduce infrastructure to produce materials and weapons, 
including the human elements, both civilian & military 

o Third step: destroy weapons and materials 
o Fourth: control access to dangerous technology so others don’t get the 

people or facilities or materials. 
• A decade later, why haven’t we solved this problem? 

o Lack of overarching, coordinated, priority-based strategy that drives 
resource allocation: financial but also political. 

o Lack of sense of urgency: no real change in pace or scope post-9/11 
o Lack of a shared vision with Russia, and to a lesser degree, other 

recipients, leading to difficulties implementing projects. 
o Stovepiped programs which leave gaps between them, whether in 

geography or type of material or type of facility or available solutions. 
o Inadequate international participation; partially remedied by 2002’s G8 

Global Partnership, but still a mismatch between pledges and deeds. 
o Congressional micromanagement, layering on more restrictions, reporting 

requirements and other limitations each year. 
o Right now, funding is not the biggest problem (lots of carry-over from 

previous years) but an appropriately prioritized set of programs with a 
faster pace and global scope will require significantly more funds 

• We argue that nuclear terrorism is the greatest threat we face, exacerbated by the 
collapse of the Soviet superpower.  The weakness, economic and political, of the 



former Soviet states, especially Russia, therefore has become a key element in the 
threats to the US and its global interests.  This weakness manifests itself further in 
the changed relationship between US and Russian nuclear forces. 

• The Treaty of Moscow was predicated on the absence of Russian intent to attack 
the US.  Not everyone understands that, even assuming the full implementation of 
the Moscow Treaty in the year 2012, thousands of U.S. and Russian nuclear 
weapons will remain on hair-trigger alert and will have the capability to destroy 
both societies within one hour. 

• We recently sponsored a study by RAND, a group not known for its peacenik 
tendencies, which highlights the threats posed by US and Russian nuclear 
postures. 

• Amazingly, early twelve years after the end of the Soviet Union, we still face the 
risk of an accidental or unauthorized launch of a nuclear missile, for three 
principle reasons: 

o The first reason is force postures.  Both the U.S. and Russia retain large 
nuclear forces that remain on a “hair-trigger” – that is, they can launch 
against their targets within minutes. 

o The second is economic and social problems in Russia, which have led to 
an increased reliance on nuclear weapons, a dramatic decline in survivable 
nuclear forces in Russia, along with an early warning system in serious 
disrepair.   

o Third, the vulnerability of Russian forces is exacerbated by the increasing 
capability of U.S. forces to deliver accurate and devastating strikes.  This 
increases pressure on Russia’s hair-trigger. 

• From our perspective, the most important consequences of these realities are the 
following: 

o The risk of nuclear use is too high, in large part due to the fact that nuclear 
weapons play a role out of proportion to the improved relationship 
between the United States and Russia. 

o Second, both nations can take steps to minimize the threat of nuclear use 
that exists today.   

o Third, limiting nuclear dangers in our countries requires both operational 
changes in U.S. and Russian nuclear postures as well as improved 
cooperation and trust.  These two ingredients for improving our security 
are mutually reinforcing.   

o Finally, direct leadership by our Presidents is required.  (On this point, in 
our view, the most important thing that could come out of the next Bush-
Putin meeting on this subject is for the two Presidents to order their 
defense and military leaders, in joint consultation and collaboration, to 
devise changes in the operational status of their nuclear forces that would 
reduce toward zero the risk of accidental launch or miscalculation and 
provide increased launch decision time for each President.)               

• As with the threat reduction agenda I began with, a common perspective between 
the US and Russian presidents is central to accomplishing these goals.  We can 
only hope that the supposedly strong personal relationship between them can 
provide the foundation for some difficult but critical decisions in both countries. 



• For further information: 
o www.nti.org  (general info on proliferation threats and responses and NTI 

activities) 
o www.saferworld.org  (action site for public education campaign; includes 

links to nti.org) 
 

http://www.nti.org/
http://www.saferworld.org/


Influencing Congress 
Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament 

 
 
Legislative Vehicles 
 
1.  Eliminate funding for new nuclear weapons (Robust Nuclear Earth Penetrator, or “bunker 
buster,” and the proposed “mini-nuke”). 
 
2.   Eliminate increased funding for the Nevada Test Site. 
 
3.   Increase funding for the Nunn-Lugar programs (Cooperative Threat Reduction Program 
and similar programs). 
 
Possible votes on all three issues: 

# Committee votes on the defense authorization bill (House and Senate Armed 
Services Committees). 

# Committee votes on the energy and water appropriations bill (House and Senate 
Energy and Water Appropriations Subcommittees). 

# House and Senate floor votes on the defense authorization bill and energy and water 
appropriations bill. 

 
 
Non-Legislative Vehicles 
 
1.  Calls by Republican Senators opposing the resumption of nuclear testing. 
 
2.  Calls by Republican Senators for more rapid reduction of nuclear weapons under the 
Moscow Treaty and for their dismantlement. 
 
Examples: committee hearing statements, floor statements, letters to the President. 
 
 
Key Senators on Floor Votes (by state) 
 
Bill Nelson (FL) 
Evan Bayh (IN) 
Susan Collins (ME) 
Olympia Snowe (ME) 
Ben Nelson (NE) 
Gordon Smith (OR) 
Arlen Specter (PA) 
 
 
Key Decision-Makers (moderate to conservative) 
 
Rep. David Hobson (OH-7), chair, House Energy and Water Appropriations Subcommittee 
 
Sen. Pete Domenici (NM), chair, Senate Energy and Water Appropriations Subcommittee 
Sen. Wayne Allard (CO), chair, Senate Armed Services Strategic Subcommittee 
Sen. John Warner (VA), chair, Senate Armed Services Committee 
 
Rep. Duncan Hunter (CA-52), chair, House Armed Services Committee 



Possible Timing 
 
Committee votes in May. 
Floor votes in May and June. 
 
 
Possible Tactics 
 
1.  Statewide religious leaders letters to key Senators. 
2.  500 individual letters to each key Senator. 
3.  Religious leaders meetings with key Senators. 
4.  A media person hired to help place letters-to-the-editors in 50 key newspapers. 
5.  Newspaper ads. 
6.  Statewide conferences on nuclear disarmament issues. 
7.  Speaking tours. 
 
 
 
 
David Culp 
Friends Committee on National Legislation (Quakers) 
December 3, 2003 



Influencing the President and the Executive Branch 
 

 
Inside Strategy: 
 

• Meetings with relevant officials and policy 
makers  

 
• Working with Congressional allies 

 
• “Grasstops” 

 
• Appointments to boards and commissions 

 
Outside Strategy: 
 

• Grassroots Campaigns 
 

Email, mail, and call-in campaigns 
Petition drives 
Demonstrations and Rallies 

 
• Media (paid and earned) 

 
 Advertising 
 Editorial Boards 

Letters to the Editor 
 Press Corps 
 

• Coalitions 
 

• National Conventions and Platforms 
 
Presented by Maureen Shea, December 3, 2003 
 
 



Commencement Address at American University 
President John F. Kennedy 
Washington, D.C. 
June 10, 1963 
http://www.jfklibrary.org/j061063.htm 
 
What kind of peace do we seek? Not a Pax Americana enforced on the world by 
American weapons of war. Not the peace of the grave or the security of the slave. I am 
talking about genuine peace, the kind of peace that makes life on earth worth living, the 
kind that enables men and nations to grow and to hope and to build a better life for their 
children--not merely peace for Americans but peace for all men and women--not merely 
peace in our time but peace for all time. 
 
I speak of peace because of the new face of war. Total war makes no sense in an age 
when great powers can maintain large and relatively invulnerable nuclear forces and 
refuse to surrender without resort to those forces. It makes no sense in an age when a 
single nuclear weapon contains almost ten times the explosive force delivered by all the 
allied air forces in the Second World War. It makes no sense in an age when the deadly 
poisons produced by a nuclear exchange would be carried by wind and water and soil 
and seed to the far corners of the globe and to generations yet unborn. 
 
..... 
 
Today, should total war ever break out again--no matter how--our two countries would 
become the primary targets. It is an ironic but accurate fact that the two strongest 
powers are the two in the most danger of devastation. All we have built, all we have 
worked for, would be destroyed in the first 24 hours. And even in the cold war, which 
brings burdens and dangers to so many nations, including this Nation's closest allies--
our two countries bear the heaviest burdens. For we are both devoting massive sums of 
money to weapons that could be better devoted to combating ignorance, poverty, and 
disease. We are both caught up in a vicious and dangerous cycle in which suspicion on 
one side breeds suspicion on the other, and new weapons beget counterweapons. 
 
..... 
 
The United States, as the world knows, will never start a war. We do not want a war. 
We do not now expect a war. This generation of Americans has already had enough--
more than enough--of war and hate and oppression. We shall be prepared if others wish 
it. We shall be alert to try to stop it. But we shall also do our part to build a world of 
peace where the weak are safe and the strong are just. We are not helpless before that 
task or hopeless of its success. Confident and unafraid, we labor on--not toward a 
strategy of annihilation but toward a strategy of peace. 
 



Dear Colleagues: 
 
I would like to share with you the attached "A Moral Appeal for a Safer World without Nuclear 
Weapons" along with a list of initial signers.  The heads of member communions of the National 
Council of Churches may be soon be receiving an invitation to sign. Therefore, I want to provide 
you with background information.  (Also, see www.zero-nukes.org/moralappeal.html) 
 
During the last six months I have worked with others on a statement to reiterate the belief of  
numerous religious organizations that nuclear weapons are inherently immoral and should be 
abolished.   A Moral Appeal makes such a statement and calls for no use and total elimination.  It 
is now being circulated on a global basis to obtain signatures of religions leaders of varied faiths 
and also prominent persons from the civic sector. 
 
In developing A Moral Appeal I started with Pax Christi International, particularly Paul Lansu, 
program director.  Robert Edgar, general secretary of the National Council of Churches, agreed 
to support this initiative.  He assigned Tony Kireopoulos, associate general secretary for 
international affairs, to work on it.  In order to reach beyond the Christian community to other 
religious faiths, I sought the involvement of the World Conference of Religions for Peace.  
William Vendley, general secretary, asked Jonathan Granoff, their consultant on peace and 
disarmament issues, to become involved.  Granoff's main base of operations is the Global 
Security Institute, which he serves as president.   We have also been seeking involvement of the 
World Council of Churches in this initial stage, for this concern fits in with their Decade to 
Overcome Violence campaign (which in 2004 will focus on the United States).  We are now 
starting to reach out to other ecumenical bodies. 
 
The attached "A Moral Appeal" is the end product of a succession of drafts. Initial signers 
include present and past presidents and vice presidents of Pax Christi International, Robert 
Edgar, William Vendley, top officials of the United Methodist Church, two Nobel peace 
laureates, and Dr. Ronald McCoy, president of the International Physicians for the Prevention of 
Nuclear War.   Granoff obtain the latter signers. 
 
We are now embarking on an effort to obtain signatures of other religious and civic sector 
leaders from around the globe.  In the religious community we will work through the World 
Council of Churches, regional and national ecumenical bodies, world federations of major 
denominations, Pax Christi International for contact with the Holy See and Catholic bishops in 
all continents, and the World Conference of Religions for Peace for contacts with leaders from 
other faiths. 
 
In the United States our outreach will include heads of Protestant and Orthodox communions, 
some prominent Catholic leaders as individuals, Jewish and Muslim leaders.   However, we don't  
intend to circulate the appeal widely in the United States (such as to all bishops) because we 
don't want to compete with "An Urgent Call to Reduce Nuclear Danger" that the Churches' 
Center for Theology and Public Policy is circulating.    
 
We are just beginning to develop plans for public release of A Moral Appeal.  At the pace we are 
going, we may be ready by February 2004.   This will be followed by organizing delegations to 
call on heads of possessor states, building upon the experience of opposition to war against Iraq.  



These can be delegations with an unusual combination of leaders from religion, science, and 
medicine, Nobel peace laureates, and also military leaders if possible. 
 
We will be working out details for this and other methods of follow through.   Emphasis will be 
upon high publicity efforts.   Please stay tuned. 
 
If you have any questions, please rely by e-mail or call me at 301 896-0013. 
 
With best regards, 
Howard 
 
 
 



Muslim Jewish Christian Prayer for Peace 
 
O God, you are the source of life and peace. 
Praised be your name forever. 
We know it is you who turns our minds  
to thoughts of peace. 
Hear our prayer in this time of war. 
 
Your power changes hearts. 
Muslims, Christians, and Jews remember, 
and profoundly affirm, 
that they are followers of the one God, 
children of Abraham and Sarah, brothers and sisters; 
enemies begin to speak to one another; 
those who were estranged join hands in friendship; 
nations seek the way of peace together. 
 
Strengthen our resolve to give witness 
to these truths by the way we live. 
Give to us: 
 
Understanding that puts an end to strife; 
Mercy that quenches hatred, and 
Forgiveness that overcomes vengeance. 
 
Empower all people to live in your law of love. 
Amen 
 



Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament 
December 3, 2003 
 
Opening Remarks by Howard W. Hallman 
 
This event is sponsored by Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament. We are a lightly 
structured coalition.  There is no formal membership.  Rather members are identified by 
participating in meetings, signing letters to public officials, and being on a list-serve.  I'm the 
only officer and serve as chair by consensus.   
 
The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament is a cooperative endeavor.  That's the way 
this Consultation was organized.  Rich Killmer of the Churches Center for Theology and Public 
Policy and David Culp of the Friends Committee on National Legislation played significant 
leadership roles: Rich in program design and recruitment of participants; David on issues and  
Capitol Hill contacts.   Among others involved in planning this event were Daryl Byler of the 
Mennonite Central Committee, Pat Conover from the United Church of Christ, Larry Egbert 
from the Unitarian Universalist Association, Catherine Gordon of the Presbyterian Washington 
Office, and Mark Harrison of the United Methodist General Board of Church and Society. 
 
We thank FCNL for a full day of food, the United Methodist General Board of Church and 
Society for use of the building, and the Mennonite Central Committee for a cash contribution 
for supplies and photocopying. 
 
Program for Today 
 
Flow of the program: 
Theological Foundation  -- remind us where we are coming from 
Consideration of three sets of key Issues chosen by planning committee 
Voting on priority of issues, including some not on today's agenda.  Ballot in your folder  
    vote on way to lunch 
Luncheon program: Rep. John Spratt offering "A Political Perspective" 
Four-part session on action strategies for dealing with the key issues 
   At afternoon break voting preference on action strategies with little dots that we'll give you 
Final session 
 Overview of possibilities within Jewish, Catholic, Protestant, and Muslim communities 
 Commitment 
 
Process 
 
We have a very full agenda with a room full of highly articulate people.  Therefore, the chair will 
act like a United Methodist bishop at General Conference rather than the Quaker model of 
unrestrained discussion.   We have a timekeeper to hold up a yellow card when the speaker has 
30 seconds remaining, and a red card at the expiration of time.   I have a little bell in reserve for 
any one going on too long.  The presenters know how much time they have.   For others we will 
have a two-minute rule.  That's twice as generous as the House of Representatives.   We do this 
so that as many persons as possible will have an opportunity to speak.  Rather than feeling 
frustrated by the time restriction, please feel generous in giving others their turn. 
 
So let's begin. 
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Opposing Bush Nuclear Weapons Policies 
by Howard W. Hallman 

 
When participants attending the December 3 Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament 
expressed their priorities of issues, highest ranking was given to dealing with the nuclear 
weapons policies of the Bush Administration.  A close second was to cut off funding for new 
nuclear weapons.  The first, which this memo addresses, requires a primary focus on President 
Bush; the second mainly on Congress. 
 
To impact the Administration's nuclear weapons policies we should focus the attention of 
national religious leaders, denominations, and religious associations directly on President Bush.  
We should develop the case that maintaining and expanding the role of nuclear weapons is 
morally wrong and that nuclear disarmament is a superior alternative.  In doing so we should 
also share our views with Democratic presidential candidates so that the future of nuclear 
weapons can be part of the policy debate in the 2004 election. 
 
At the same time we should facilitate grassroots mobilization that combines communication with 
the White House, expression of views in local media, and education of persons in congregations 
and other religious associations. 
 
Policy Paper 
 
I propose that by mid-February 2004 we produce a policy paper, not to exceed ten pages, that  
(1) describes the Bush Administration's nuclear weapons policies as revealed in a series of policy 
statements, (2) analyzes why they are morally wrong, and (3) explains why nuclear disarmament 
is a far superior approach. 
 
The Administration's policy is laid out in four documents: Nuclear Posture Review (January 
2002), The National Security Strategy of the United States of America (September 2002), 
National Security Presidential Directive 17 (September 2002), and National Strategy to Combat 
Weapons of Mass Destruction (December 2002).  At the December 3 Consultation Jonathan 
Dean presented an analysis of these policies.  Other analyses are available on various websites. 
 
I am willing to take the lead in producing this paper through a process of sharing successive 
drafts with members of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.  When completed 
this policy paper should be approved and endorsed by representatives of organizations 
participating in the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.  It would be available for 
Ecumenical Advocacy Days in March.  It would also be available for use by heads of 
communion and for grassroots education (see below). 
 
Heads of Communion 
 
As I have communicated previously, I am working on "A Moral Appeal for a Safer World 
without Nuclear Weapons" (see www.zero-nukes.org/moralappeal.html).   The Appeal speaks of 
the inherent immorality of nuclear weapons and calls for no use and total elimination.  We are 
now seeking signers on a global basis from leaders of religion, science, and medicine and Nobel 
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peace laureates.  Although plans are incomplete, "A Moral Appeal" is likely to be publicly 
released in the second half of February or early March. 
 
As follow-through in the United States, I propose that we encourage heads of religious 
communions to sign a concise letter to President Bush condemning the Administration's nuclear 
weapons policies, especially the idea of preemptive use, on moral grounds and advocating a 
nuclear disarmament alternative.  As background information, they can attach (a) "A Moral 
Appeal" with its global signers, (b) "An Urgent Call -- End the Nuclear Danger" 
(http://www.nrdi.org/forpeopoleoffaith.htm), which has more specific policy recommendations 
and which many of them have signed, and (3) the policy paper described above. 
 
This letter could be sent to President Bush some time in March with a request for a meeting.  If a 
meeting is not granted, some heads of communion might choose to take more direct action to 
express their deep concern, such as assembling at the White House gate.  Those having contacts 
with Democratic presidential candidates could share this letter with them.  An effort could be 
made to get a question based on this letter into a presidential candidates debate. 
 
Grassroots Campaign on Preemptive Use 
 
To go with these Washington-based efforts, I propose that we organize a grassroots campaign 
that focuses particularly on preemptive use of nuclear weapons as advocated in Bush 
Administration policy documents, reference above. 
 
According to a December 11, 2002 Washington Post article, a top-secret appendix to NSPD 17 
authorizes pre-emptive strikes against states or terrorist groups that are close to acquiring WMD.   
A January 31, 2003, Washington Times article reported that the classified NSPD 17 document 
expresses “the right to respond with overwhelming force—including potentially nuclear 
weapons” to biological or chemical weapons attacks.   
 
An article in the November 12, 2003 Boston Globe reported "GOP will trumpet preemption 
doctrine" during the 2004 election campaign.  Keeping with this philosophy, the Republican 
National Committee sponsored a television ad in Iowa that boasted of President Bush's 
commitment to "preemptive self-defense". 
 
Although the Bush preemption doctrine involves conventional as well as nuclear weapons, I 
suggest that we focus solely on preemptive use of nuclear weapons.  We should have an intense,  
multi-layered campaign against this aspect.  In doing so we might be able to build a public 
impression that preemption equals use of nuclear weapons.  Thus, when the GOP and Republican 
candidates herald the Bush preemptive doctrine, people will think they are talking about nukes. 
 
1. Background information.  The policy paper described above would provide background for 
a grassroots campaign.  Other material is available on diverse websites and could be referenced 
on www.zero-nukes.org, the website sponsored by organizations associated with the Interfaith 
Committee for Nuclear Disarmament. 
 
2.   Message.  In this campaign our message could be: "Preemptive use of nuclear weapons is 
morally wrong.   President Bush, we ask you to announce that the United States will never make 
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preemptive use of nuclear weapons against any adversary at any place at any time."  (Many of us 
believe that the this should be true for all uses of nuclear weapons, but for this campaign we can 
focus only on preemptive use, or what used to be called, first strike.) 
 
3. Call-in day.  We could have a call-in/e-mail-in day with a request to President Bush that he 
assure the world that the United States will never make preemptive use of nuclear weapons.   We 
could invite civic sector organizations to join us.   Media representatives could be informed so 
that they can ask the White House how many calls and e-mail messages they have received. 
 
4. Through Congress.  Grassroots folks could ask members of Congress to contact President 
Bush and express opposition to preemptive use of nuclear weapons. 
 
5. Presidential candidates. We could encourage grassroots activist to ask presidential and 
congressional candidates to state their position on preemptive use of nuclear weapons.  In this 
instance we could add other nuclear weapons issues.  
 
6. Local media.  We could encourage grassroots activists to write letters-to-the-editor and place  
op-ed pieces in local newspapers and to participate in local radio and television call-in shows.  
This could be done in concert with our efforts to defeat funding of new nuclear weapons, which 
will be part of our Congress-oriented campaign. 
 
7. Education.  Educational efforts within local congregations could encompass the Bush 
doctrine and nuclear disarmament alternatives.  There could be teach-ins on the subject 
 
8. Timing.  We could start designing this campaign in January and have it ready for launching at 
Ecumenical Advocacy Days on March 6.  This would in effect be a trial run in explaining the 
campaign.  This would be followed by broader outreach in March and April, including a call-in 
day. 
 
January 8, 2004 
 
Howard W. Hallman is chair of Methodists United for Peace with Justice. 
Comments may be to sent to him at hhallman@mupwj.org  



ORGANIZING STRATEGIES 

Educate congregations 

Seek signers and endorsers of "An Urgent Call" 

Promote letters to editor and use of other communication channels 

Recruit people of faith for legislative networks 

Implement integrated state and national strategies for influencing Congress 

Raise nuclear issues in election campaigns 



Dear Colleague: 
 
At the meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament on January 12, 2004 we 
decide, among other things, to focus attention on funding for new nuclear weapons.  Committee 
votes are expected in May, floor votes in May and June.  We will focus particularly on eleven 
senators in nine states and one representative 
 
Please let me know what your office is willing able to do among the tasks enumerated below. 
 
KEY SENATORS ON FLOOR VOTES 
 
In 2003 47 senators voted against funding for new nuclear weapons.  We need four more to 
defeat funding in 2004.  We want to concentrate on the following eight senators who voted for 
funding in 2003 and persuade them to vote "no" this year. 
 
Susan Collins - Maine 
Olympia Snowe -- Maine 
Arlen Specter -- Pennsylvania 
Bill Nelson -- Florida 
Evan Bayh -- Indiana 
Ben Nelson -- Nebraska 
Chuck Hagel -- Nebraska 
Gordon Smith -- Ohio 
 
In each state we want to achieve the following: 
* 500 individual letters to each key senator 
* Sign-on letter from statewide religious leaders to the key senators 
* Religious leaders meetings with key senators 
 
For each state: 
-- How many letters will you generate from your members in each state? 
-- Will you encourage leaders from your denomination to sign a religious leaders' letter? 
-- Will you encourage them to participate in meetings with the key senators? 
 
We will let you know when it is timely to carry out each task.    
 
Also, are you willing to take the lead in mobilizing the interfaith community in one of these 
states?  If so, which one? 
 
KEY DECISION MAKERS 
 
The following senators hold key positions in the appropriations process. 
 
Sen. Pete Domenici (NM), chair, Senate Energy and Water Appropriations Subcommittee 
Sen. Wayne Allard (CO), chair, Senate Armed Services Strategic Subcommittee 
Sen. John Warner (VA), chair, Senate Armed Services Committee 
 
We would like them to receive a flow of letters from their constituents opposing funding for new 



nuclear weapons.  How many letters will you generate in each state? 
 
In the House Rep. David Hobson (OH-7), chair, House Energy and Water Appropriations 
Subcommittee, blocked funding for new nuclear weapons.   (The Senate restored half of it.)  He 
is likely to block funding again this year.  He needs to hear praise from his constituents for his 
action.   How many letters can you generate in his district?  
 
In a separate report I will tell you about other results of the January 12 meeting and about other 
tasks you might undertake.  For now we want to get moving on organizing in these key states. 
 
As soon as possible, please let me know what you are willing to do. 
 
Shalom, 
Howard 
 



Participants in  
Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear Disarmament  

December 3, 2003 in Washington, D.C. 
 
National Religious Organizations  
Alliance of Baptists Stan Hastey    
American Baptist Churches Dwight Lundgren    
Church of the Brethren, Washington Office Bryan Hissong   
Churches' Center for Theology and Public Policy Barbara Green, Rich Killmer  
Episcopal Church, USA Maureen Shea 
Episcopal Peace Fellowship Tyler Miller 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America Mark Brown  
Fellowship of Reconciliation Ibrahim Ramey 
Friends Committee on National Legislation David Culp, Joe Volk, Scott Stedjan 
Maryknoll Office for Global Concerns Tim O'Connell 
Mennonite Central Committee Daryl Byler 
Mennonite Church, USA Susan Mark Landis 
Methodists United for Peace with Justice Howard Hallman 
National Council of Churches Brenda Girton-Mitchell, Brian Hinman,  
       Tony Kireopoulos     
Pax Christi USA Dave Robinson, Jean Stokan, Shannon McManimon 
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, Society of Friends Susan Campbell 
Presbyterian Church, USA Catherine Gordon, Mark Koenig   
Presbyterian Peace Fellowship Bill Galvin  
Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism David Saperstein, Barbara Weinstein, Zach Rosenberg   
Unitarian Universalist Association Larry Egbert  
United Church of Christ, Justice & Witness Ministries Pat Conover    
United Methodist General Board of Church & Society Jim Winkler, Mark Harrison 
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops Jerry Powers  
World Conference of Religions for Peace Jonathan Granoff 
World Peacemakers Bill Price, Allen Holt 
State Ecumenical Coalitions 
Colorado Coalition to Prevent Nuclear War Bob Kinsey 
Christian Conference of Connecticut Steve Sidorak 
Coalition for Peace Action (NJ) Bob Moore  
Interfaith Atlanta Coalition for Justice and Peace Ed Arnold 
Maine Council of Churches Sally Breen  
Minnesota Council of Churches  Peg Chemberlin 
Interchurch Ministries of Nebraska  Marilyn Mecham  
New Hampshire Council of Churches David Lamarre-Vincent 
Resource Persons 
U.S. House of Representatives Rep. John Spratt 
Senate Armed Services Committee Madelyn Creedon 
Union of Concerned Scientists Jonathan Dean 
Nuclear Threat Initiative Laura Holgate 
Physicians for Social Responsibility Ira Shorr 
Others 
Bipartisan Security Group Robert Grey 
Catholic News Service Patricia Zapor 
Peace Action Beth Fitzgerald 
Rep. Spratt's Office Rudy Barnes 
 



Preempting preemption 
 
Dear Colleagues: 
 
I am forwarding you a news story that indicates Republicans plan to engage in forceful advocacy 
of the preemption doctrine during the coming year.  It is, of course, a policy that most persons in 
the faith community condemn. 
 
What if we acted preemptively by staging a call-in and e-mail day to the White House in the 
second or third week of January, expressing our opposition to the preemption doctrine?  This 
would be shortly before President Bush's annual state-of-the-union address.  We could focus 
particularly on the idea of preemptive use of nuclear weapons, a policy advocated in 
Administration strategy documents. 
 
A call-in message could be: "I'm calling about possible pre-emptive use of nuclear weapons.  
This is morally wrong. It would kill thousands of innocent people and seriously harm the 
environment.   Please ask President Bush to use his state-of-the-union address to assure the world 
that the United States will make no pre-emptive use of nuclear weapons." 
 
Or: "I want to state that pre-emptive use of nuclear weapons is morally wrong.  Please tell 
President Bush that I oppose this policy.  Ask him to announce that the United States will never 
make preemptive use of nuclear weapons." 
 
An e-mail message could be:  "Dear Mr. President: Some persons in your Administration have 
advocated possible preemptive use of nuclear weapons.   I believe that this is morally wrong.  It 
would kill thousands of innocent people.  It would seriously harm the environment.  When you 
give your state-of-the-union address, please assure the world that the United States will never 
make preemptive use of nuclear weapons against any adversary." 
 
Please tell me what you think of this idea?  Possibly I may want to bring it up during our 
December 3 Consultation. 
 
Shalom, 
Howard 
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Ranking of Issues for 2004 

 
  Ballots        Rank 
  1 2 3 4 5 
 
Total 19 
 
Administration's nuclear weapons policy 16 7 4 2 2 1 
 
Mini-nukes, bunker busters 15 5 4 2 1 3 
 
Nuclear threat reduction (Nunn-Lugar) 13 1 2 5 1 4 
 
Nuclear non-proliferation (North Korea, etc.) 13 1 4 2 6 
 
De-alerting   7  3 3  1 
 
Deeper cuts in strategic weapons   7 1   3 3 
 
National missile defense   5  2 2  1 
 
CTBT ratification   5    3 2 
 
Nuclear weapons convention   1 1 
 
Other: one each by rank 
Raising discussion level in pews (1) 
Organize leadership (Pres.-Congress) declaration on their policy re premptive use of  
     nuclear weapons (3)  
Remediation and closure of nuclear weapons facilities (3)  
Testing issues (4) 
Educating public about new reality (5)  
New weapons development (5) 
None of the above: The issue, I suggest, is to reframe nuclear weapons as moral issue with explicit 
     commitment to non-use and elimination. 
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December 3, 2003 

 
Ranking of Issues for 2004 

 
Mark five issues in order of priority: 1 to 5      1 = highest priority 
 
____ Administration's nuclear weapons policy 
 
____ Mini-nukes, bunker busters 
 
____ De-alerting 
 
____ Nuclear threat reduction (Nunn-Lugar, etc.) 
 
____ Deeper cuts in strategic weapons (beyond Moscow Treaty of 2002) 
 
____ Nuclear non-proliferation (dealing with North Korea, Iran, etc.) 
 
____ National missile defense 
 
____ CTBT ratification 
 
____ Nuclear weapons convention 
 
____ Other; specify: 
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December 3, 2003 

 
Ranking of Issues for 2004 

 
 Rank 
 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Adminstration's nuclear weapons policy 
 
Mini-nukes, bunker busters 
 
De-alerting 
 
Nuclear threat reduction (Nunn-Lugar) 
 
Deeper cuts in strategic weapons 
 
Nuclear non-proliferation  
 
National missile defense 
 
CTBT ratification 
 
Nuclear weapons convention 
 
Other; specify: 
 



January 23, 2004 
 
Ms. Priscilla Lewis, Program Officer 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund 
437 Madison Avenue, 37th Floor 
New York, New York 10022-7001 
 
Dear Ms. Lewis: 
 
I would like to inquire whether the Rockefeller Brothers Fund would consider 
giving a grant to Methodists United for Peace with Justice in support of our 
efforts to mobilize the faith community in a coordinated approach to nuclear 
disarmament.   We work within the United States and globally.   We promote 
the long-term goal of global elimination of nuclear weapons and also engage in 
education, advocacy, and mobilization for near-term steps leading toward this 
goal.  Our budget for these endeavors is $50,000/year (attached).  We would 
ask you to consider a multi-year grant to give us stability for a long-term effort. 
 
Global 
 
Our global work began in 1998 through my work as co-chair of the Religious 
Working Group of Abolition 2000.   With the assistance of Dave Robinson of 
Pax Christi USA and his contacts with Pax Christi International we focused on 
the NPT Preparatory Conference in Geneva.   We produced a statement, Act 
Now for Nuclear Abolition that was signed by Rev. Dr. Konrad Raiser, general 
secretary of the World Council of Churches, and Godfried Cardinal Danneels, 
president of Pax Christi International, and sent to the delegates (see 
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements3.html#nptactnow)   As part of 
NGO presentations, we presented a paper (which I wrote) entitled A Spiritual, 
Ethical and Humanitarian Perspective on Nuclear Weapons (http://www.zero-
nukes.org/religiousstatements3.html#nptspiritual).  We also hosted a reception 
for PrepCom delegates.  In 2000 I renewed my European contacts by 
participating in A Consultation with Churches on NATO Nuclear Issues, held 
in Brussels. 
 
We are now renewing our global efforts through A Moral Appeal for a Safer 
World without Nuclear Weapons (attached), which speaks of the inherent 
immorality of nuclear weapons, calls for no use, and advocates total 
elimination.   In this effort I am partnering with Paul Lansu of Pax Christi 
International; Rev. Dr. Robert Edgar and Tony Kireopoulos of the National 
Council of Churches; and Jonathan Granoff representing the World Conference
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of Religions for Peace (WCRP), who also has strong contacts in the civic sector.  Other partners 
are pending. 
 
Further development of this Appeal and follow-through activities will be one of the activities we 
would carry out with support from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.  The attached Appeal shows 
our initial signers.  (This list will be regularly updated at http://www.zero-
nukes.org/moralappeal.html.)   I am reaching out to the World Council of Churches, regional and 
national ecumenical councils, and global federations of denominations to obtain other signers.   
Paul Lansu is obtaining Catholic signers from different continents. Jonathan Granoff will obtain 
signers from other faiths through WCRP and from Nobel peace laureates.  He and I are working 
together to obtain signatures of leading scientists and physicians to achieve an unusual 
combination of religion, science, and medicine.  We are working toward public release of the 
Appeal in early March.  This will be followed by activities within nations possessing nuclear 
weapons to promote their elimination (see below for United States). 
 
Within the United States 
 
Our work for nuclear disarmament in the United States is the larger part of the project for which 
your support is requested.   It will be focused on closer-term objectives but with long-range goals 
kept in sight.   
 
Emphasis will be upon mobilizing the faith community within the United States to work together 
on nuclear disarmament issues and to maintain working relationships with civic-sector 
organizations engaged in this issue.   Many denominations and religious organizations, such as 
the Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) and the Churches' Center for Theology 
and Public Policy (CCTPP), have programs on nuclear disarmament.  The challenge is to get 
them to work together so that their combined efforts will be greater than the sum of the 
individual parts.  This is a role that we have played and will continue to play. 
 
The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament (ICND), which I chair, is the primary 
vehicle for this approach.  (See http://www.zero-
nukes.org/religiousstatements3.html#interfaithcommittee.)  This Committee derives from an 
effort I organized in 1997 to develop support for Senate ratification of the Chemical Weapons 
Convention.  This evolved into the Interfaith Group for the CTBT, which I chaired.  After Senate 
defeat of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty we became the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear 
Disarmament.  In 2002 we created a website, http://www.zero-nukes.org/, as a common source 
of information and promoting dialogue on how to get to zero nuclear weapons.  We operate a 
list-serve for mutual communication with 54 participants and growing. 
 
Consultation.  We decided in May 2003 that we needed to rethink our approach to nuclear 
disarmament and to strengthen our mobilization efforts.  This led to an Interfaith Consultation on 
Nuclear Disarmament, held on December 3, 2003 in Washington, D.C. in the United Methodist
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Building.  Attached are the program for the day, a list of participants, and some of the papers that 
were presented.  More than fifty persons participated, the largest gathering of this kind on this 
issue within the memory of current activists.  We have generated renew enthusiasm and a 
commitment to work harder and more cohesively on nuclear disarmament. 
 
Focus on Congress.  Our immediate challenge is oppose policies adverse to the cause of nuclear 
disarmament.  Of particular concern is funding research on mini-nukes and bunker busters, and 
preparation for renewed testing.   At the January meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear 
Disarmament we refined our strategy, based upon ideas discussed in the December 3 
consultation.   This is spelled out in the attached e-mail letter to ICND members and other allies.  
As a cooperative endeavor, David Culp of FCNL is taking the lead on legislative strategies, Rich 
Killmer of CCTPP is coordinating grassroots outreach activities, and I am working with 
denominational offices to assure that they are fully involved.  Support from the Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund would strengthen our essential coordinating role. 
 
Focus on the President.   How we deal with the President and Executive Branch to oppose 
retrogressive nuclear weapons policy is not as clearly in focus.   My own thinking, not yet fully 
adopted by ICND, is to take several steps: (1) Have top religious leaders in the United States sign 
A Moral Appeal for a Safer World without Nuclear Weapons. (2) When this Appeal is publicly 
released, simultaneously release a letter to President Bush outline specific steps that the United 
States should undertake (an unvetted draft is attached).  (3) Start a grassroots educational 
campaign at Ecumenical Advocacy Days (see below).  (4) In April have a call-in day to the 
White House on the immorality of nuclear weapons and the need to eliminate them. (5) Continue 
other activities in following months. 
 
Ecumenical Advocacy Days.  Last spring Washington-based offices within the faith community 
began planning for the 2004 version of Ecumenical Advocacy Days, which brings hundreds of 
grassroots activists to Washington to lobby on specific issues.   Under my leadership the 
Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament asked that there be a track on nuclear 
disarmament.   The planning committee agreed.  Therefore, ICND will offer the attached 
program during Ecumenical Advocacy Days 2004 (also see http://www.advocacydays.org).  Our 
intent is to use this occasion to develop educational material that can be used by grassroots 
activists in their home communities. 
 
Civic sector linkages.  A perusal of the programs for the Interfaith Consultation on Nuclear 
Disarmament on December 3, 2003 and Ecumenical Advocacy Days 2004, plus some of the 
initial signers of A Moral Appeal, illustrates some of the ways we are connected with civic sector 
organizations.   This is an essential element of our approach. 
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Who We Are 
 
Methodists United for Peace with Justice (http://www.mupwj.org) organized in 1987 in response 
to the pastoral letter and foundation of the United Methodist Council of Bishops, In Defense of 
Creation: The Nuclear Crisis and a Just Peace.  Nuclear disarmament is our primary focus, and 
we are dedicated to coalition building within the faith community and linkage to civic sector 
organizations.  We are also engaged in promoting cooperation among Methodist denominations 
that were historically separated along racial lines (http://www.mupwj.org/methodistfamily.htm).  
A grant from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund would be handled by our Methodists United 
Peace/Justice Education Fund, a 501-c-3 entity. 
 
As chair, I am the principal operating officer of Methodists United for Peace with Justice and 
will be staff for the proposal we wish to present to the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.   In my 
professional career for many years I was involved in urban administration, community 
development, and citizen participation (what you call Democratic Practices).  I am now in my 
twentieth year working for nuclear disarmament.  A summary of my experience is attached (also 
see http://www.zero-nukes.org/howardhallman.htm).  Upon request I can provide you references 
for our work. 
 
I would welcome an opportunity to go to New York to discuss our ideas with you in person and 
to submit a full proposal for a grant from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. 
 
 With best regards, 
 
 
  
 Howard W. Hallman 
 Chair 
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